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Abstract - In this paper, a low cost wind turbine emulator (WTE) is designed and implemented. 

The aim is accurately simulating the nonlinear behaviors and characteristics of a real wind 

turbine. It is well known that each wind turbine has its own power coefficient characteristic. 

This work contains an analysis of the WTE by considering the main power coefficient models 

known in literature. Speed sensor is one of the most important component used to provide the 

shaft speed information. This latter will increase greatly the system cost and volume of the 

control scheme. In our work, we propose cheapest solution by using a second-order sliding-

mode speed observer based on super-twisting algorithm. Note that the accurate speed 

estimation is essential to maintain good simulation of wind turbine characteristics. The WTE 

closed loop operation is ensured by the fuzzy logic technique. Experimental results confirm the 

effectiveness of the proposed sensorless WTE solution.   

Keywords: Wind turbine emulator, DC motor, Second-order sliding-mode speed observer, 

Fuzzy logic control, Power coefficient.   

I. INTRODUCTION 

Recently and like all renewable energies kinds, wind energy is experiencing remarkable 

development [1]. A lot of research has been done on this field [2][3]. A test bench environment 

is required for validating and improving the wind turbines control. It is known that wind 

turbines have a non-linear behavior. A wind turbine emulator (WTE) is an important equipment 

used for simulating the static, dynamic and the nonlinear characteristics of a real wind turbine 

without depending on natural wind resource and commercialized wind turbines [4][5][6].  
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In literature, several wind turbine emulators have been designed and realized. The WTE is built 

by coupling the generator shaft to a motor called prime mover, this latter is controlled using a 

variable speed drive. Three main prime movers type have been considered in different works. 

The first one is a DC motor; the second one is a permanent magnet synchronous motor (PMSM) 

and the third one is using an induction motor (IM). It is possible to generate the same static and 

dynamic characteristics as a real wind turbine by controlling the prime mover. In [7], the authors 

propose a WTE using a DC motor able to simulate the turbine power curves in open loop mode 

without using a closed loop control. In [8], the authors present a wind turbine emulator 

prototype based on DC motor as a prime mover controlled through a single-phase half-

controlled drive using a PID controller.  In [9], a wind turbine emulator is made up of DC motor 

and three-phase thyristor converter; the prime mover here is controlled using a PI regulator with 

forward compensation control in order to regulate the terminal voltage of the separately excited 

DC motor. The same prime mover associated with an AC/DC converter was used in [10] to 

accurately reproduce the turbine torque as function of shaft speed wind turbine characteristics. 

The same configuration has been studied in [11] and [12]. In other works, instead of using a 

controlled AC/DC converter, the DC motor is controlled via a DC-DC converter. In [13], [14], 

[15] and [16], a wind turbine emulator is constructed by using a DC power source, a DC-DC 

boost converter and a DC motor, the armature current is regulated to its reference using a 

proportional integral (PI) controller. The second WTE configurations found in literature are 

based on permanent-magnet synchronous motor (PMSM). In [17] and [18], the authors have 

selected a PMSM to implement the emulation. A field oriented control (FOC) based on 

proportional integral (PI) controllers was implemented for the motor control. Another wind 

turbine emulator based on the load torque dynamic compensation of the permanent-magnet 

synchronous motor (PMSM) is proposed in [19]. The third motor type used for building a wind 

turbine emulator is the induction motor (IM). In [20], a novel wind turbine simulator has been 

developed in order to design, evaluate and test an actual wind turbine, the prime mover in this 

work is controlled through an IGBT inverter. Similarly in [21], a platform composed of two 

coupled squirrel-cage induction machines (IM) has been developed for emulating the static and 

dynamic behavior of real wind energy conversion system. The implemented wind turbine 

emulator is used later to compare the different MPPT control strategies. A wind turbine 

simulator consisting of an induction motor driven by a torque control inverter has been 

developed in [22].  
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In this paper, a direct-current (DC) motor is selected to realize the wind turbine emulator. This 

choice according to [4] and [11] is the best, it has the advantage of being simple from the point 

of view control and implementation. Approximately, in most of the above-mentioned wind 

turbine emulators, a speed or torque sensor is used to provide the rotational speed or the 

mechanical torque information. The best alternative of using such mechanical sensor is to 

replace it by an observer or an estimator. In our work, we propose a second-order sliding-mode 

speed observer based on super-twisting algorithm for estimating the rotational speed of direct 

current motors. The proposed sliding second-order based on super twisting algorithm (STA-

SMO) observer uses as input only single current and single voltage sensors. The closed loop 

operation of the wind turbine emulator is ensured by using the fuzzy logic technique in order to 

provide high convergence and stability performance during transient and steady state regime. 

With the designed wind turbine emulator, the main technical contributions are summarized in 

Table 1. 

Table 1. Comparison of different wind turbine emulation (WTE) configurations  

Reference Prime 

mover 

Used 

converter 

Required 

measurements 

Model knowledge 

Controller  Observer 

[20] IM Motor 3 Phase IGBT 

Inverter 
• Torque 

• Speed 

Required 

(PI 

Controller) 

No observer 

used 

[17] PMSM 

Motor 

3 Phase IGBT 

Inverter 
• Position 

• Current (2) 

Required No observer 

used 

[26] DC Motor Thyristorized 

bidirectional 

AC/DC 

interfaced  

• Current  

• Torque 

• Speed 

Required 

(PI 

Controller) 

 

No observer 

used 

[15] 

 

DC Motor DC-DC 

Converter 
• Speed 

• Current 

Required  

(PI 

Controller) 

No observer 

used 

[13] DC Motor DC-DC 

Converter 
• Speed 

• Current 

Required  

(PI 

Controller) 

No observer 

used 

[5] DC Motor DC-DC Buck 

converter 

Not 

mentioned 

Not 

mentioned 

No observer  

used 

 

This work 

 

DC Motor 

DC-DC Boost 

Converter 
• Voltage 

• Current 

Not Required 

(Fuzzy Logic 

Controller) 

Required 

(STA-SMO 

observer) 

 

This article includes a detailed description for the construction of a low cost wind turbine 

emulator. Each part has been experimentally validated. Dspace card and ControlDesk software 

were used for the implementation phase. The experimental tests start firstly, by validating the 
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proposed second-order sliding-mode speed observer based on super-twisting algorithm under 

different conditions. Secondly, the wind turbine characteristics has been extracted 

experimentally in open loop mode for different wind speed values and by considering two 

different power coefficient models. Finally, the wind turbine emulator has been tested in closed 

loop mode by using a fuzzy logic controller and under random step wind speed profile. The 

obtained results show: a high estimation performance of the proposed speed observer, a good 

emulation of the wind turbine characteristics in open loop mode and an accurate reaction as a 

real wind turbine in the closed loop mode.   

II. WIND TURBINE MODEL AND DESCRIPTION 

The power of the wind is defined by: 

�� = ��. �. �	
�2  
(1) 

Where � is the air density, � is the circular area, �	 is the wind speed.  

The mechanical power produced by the turbine can be expressed by: 

�� = 12 ����, ��. �. �. �	
 (2) 

� = Ω�� ��	  (3) 

Where �� represents the power coefficient, it depending on the pitch angle � and the tip speed 

ratio �, Ω��  is the turbine rotor speed and � is the turbine radius. 

For any given wind turbine manufactured, there is a specific characteristic of the power 

coefficient ��. The expressions (4), (5) and (6) represent the main power coefficient �� models 

proposed in [3][7][23][28][29] and used in literature. 

� �����, �� = �� ���� − �
. � − ���  !"#$ + �&. ��� = 0.5176, �₂ = 116, �₃ = 0.4, �₄ = 5, �₅ = 21, �& = 0.0068 (4) 

������ = �1.12� − 2.8� !1.
23 (5) 

��
��, �� = 0.22 �116� − 0.4� − 5�  !��.4$  
(6) 

Where �$ = �351.126 − 1.1
4675� .   

Figures (1.a), (1.b) and (1.c) represent the characteristics of the power coefficient �� as function 

of the tip speed ratio � for the models (4), (5) and (6).  
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This study is mainly devoted to fixed-pitch angle wind turbines [27]; the pitch angle in equation 

(4) and (6) was set to zero. This does not mean that we cannot take it as a variable input in the 

case of variable pitch angle wind turbines. 

 
Fig.1. Power coefficient characteristics a. Power coefficient as function of tip-speed ratio for 

different pitch angle (Model (4)) b. Power coefficient as function of tip-speed ratio for fixed 

pitch angle wind turbine (Model (5)) c. Power coefficient as function of tip-speed ratio for 

the Model (6) with � = 0. 
III. PERMANENT MAGNET SYNCHRONOUS GENERATOR (PMSG) 

The coupled generator to the prime mover is a permanent-magnet synchronous generator 

(PMSG) whose model is given as follows: 

The d-q stator voltage equations of this generator are given by the following expressions:  

89:
9;<=> = �>?=> + @=?A=> − ⍵CDE><E> = �>?E> + @E?AE> + ⍵CD=>D=> = @=?=> + D1DE> = @E?E>

 (7) 

The differential equations of the PMSG can be obtained as follow:  

F @=?A=> = <=> − �>?=> + ⍵C@E?E>@E?AE> = <E> − �>?E> − ⍵C@=?=> − D1⍵C (8) 

The electromagnetic torque is represented by: 

GH�� = 32 �JK@= − @EL?=>?E> + D1?E>M (9) 

The PMSG is assumed to be wound-rotor, then @= = @E, and the expression of the 

electromagnetic torque in the rotor can be described as follow: 

GH�� = 32 �D1?E> (10) 
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Where @=, @E are the inductances of the generator on the q and d axis, �> is the stator resistance, D1 is the permanent magnetic flux, ⍵C is the the electrical rotating speed of the PMSG which 

is given by ⍵C = �. Ω��  and � is the number of pole pairs.  

IV. STUDIED WIND TURBINE EMULATOR 

The designed wind turbine emulator is shown in Figure (2). Its consists of a DC power source, 

a DC-DC boost converter and a permanent magnets DC motor connected mechanically to the 

generator. In the wind turbine model, we have considered the three power coefficient equations 

(4), (5) and (6) in order to produce accurate dynamic characteristics as a real wind turbine. This 

latter will allows the user a flexible adaptation to the coupled generator type by selecting the 

appropriate ��. The wind turbine inputs are the wind speed profile, the pitch angle and the 

rotational speed.   

Sensorless control is one of the most important challenges in motor drives. The use of speed 

and position sensors in a system drive increase greatly the cost and volume of the control 

scheme. Adding to that, in the case of harsh working conditions, the use of such mechanical 

sensors will affect negatively the robustness and reliability of the system. In some cases, access 

to the motor shaft for installing a speed sensor is not possible. The cheapest and safest solution 

is the use of an observer or estimator. In this work, we propose a super-twisting algorithm (STA) 

based second-order sliding-mode (SOSM) observer for estimating the shaft speed of direct-

current (DC) motors. The proposed STA-SM observer allows estimating the shaft speed only 

using a voltage and current sensor and without chattering problem.  

The following sections focus particularly on the design of a robust rotational speed observer 

and an optimal fuzzy logic current controller. 

 

Fig.2. Studied wind turbine emulator (WTE) in this paper. 
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1. Second-order sliding-mode observer based on Super twisting algorithm 

1.1. Mathematical model of a direct-current motor 

The direct current motor mathematical model is expressed as follows [3]:  

89:
9; <NO = �NO?NO + @NO?ANO +  GHO = PQ?NO = PHΩ�OGHO − GRO = SOΩA �O + T�. Ω�O + GUO

 (11) 

Where �NO is the armature winding resistance, @NO is the armature self-inductance, ?NO is the 

motor armature current, <NO is the applied voltage,   is the back e.m.f of the DC motor, PH is 

the voltage constant, Ω�O  is the angular speed, PQ is the torque constant, SO is the moment of 

inertia, T� is the viscous torque constant, GUO is the torque constant for rotational losses and GHO, GRO represent respectively the electromagnetic torque and load torque. 

1.2. SMO-STA observer design 

The super twisting algorithm (STA) aims to avoid the chattering problem of the conventional 

first-order SMO. The basic form of the super twisting algorithm in the presence of perturbation 

can be represented by the following differential inclusion [24][25]: 

VWA� = −X�|W�̅|� �[ \]^_�W�̅� + W� + `��W�, a�WA� = −X�\]^_�W�̅� + `��W�, a�b]aℎ KWd̅ = Wed − WdL; �] = 1,2�  (12) 

Where Wd̅ represents the error between the estimated values Wed and the actual values Wd, X� and X� are gains to be designed and `��W�, a�, `��W�, a� are the perturbation terms.  

The perturbation terms of (12) are globally bounded by |`�| ≤ h�|W�|� �[ , |`�| ≤ h� (13) 

For any h�, h� positive constants ( h�, h� ≥ 0) and if the gains satisfy [25]: 

V X� > 2h�
X� > X� 5h�X� + 6h� + 4�h� + h� X�[ ��2�X� − 2h��  (14) 

Then the system will converge in finite time to the sliding surface. For the case, 

when `��W�, a� = 0 [24], the gains X� and X� must satisfy X� > 2h�, X� > X� 4klml5�kln��ml!�kl� . 

The stability and finite time convergence of the perturbed system (8) are analyzed and verified 

using the following Lyapunov function [25]: 
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<�W� = 2X�|W�| + 12 W�� + 12 oX�|W�|� �[ \]^_�W�� − W�p�
 (15) 

The time derivative of (15) can be rewetting as follows:  

<A = 1|W�|� �[ qrsq + `�|W�|� �[ t�rq + `�t�rq (16) 

Where t�r = uo2X� + mln� p    − ml� v,  t�r = w−X�    2x and qr = u|W�|� �[ \]^_�W��  , W�v. 

By using the bounds on the perturbation terms in (13) it can be shown that 

<A ≤ − 1|W�|� �[ qrsyq (17) 

Where 
sy = X�2 z{

{|2X� + X�� − �4X�X� + X�� h� − 2h� ⋆
− �X� + 2h� + 2h�X� � 1~�

�� 
Where ⋆ is used to indicate a symmetric element.  

If sy > 0, then <A  is negative definite. It can be seen that sy > 0 if the gains are selected as (14). 

First, to estimate the shaft speed, an armature current observer was designed using a sliding 

second-order SMO based on super twisting algorithm. Considering the estimated armature 

current ?eNO as a state variable, by substituting W� = ?eNO into system (12). The expression of (12) 

becomes as follows:  

?eANO = −X�|?N̅O|� �[ \]^_�?N̅O� − � X�\]^_�?N̅O��a + `�K?eNO, aL, 
 b]aℎ:  �?N̅O = ?eNO − ?NO� 

(18) 

The perturbation term `�K?eNO, aL is given as follows: 

`�K?eNO, aL = <NO@NO − �NO?eNO @NO  (19) 

By replacing the perturbation term `� in (12) by ���R�� − ����e�� R��  , the armature current observer 

can be formulated as:  

?eANO = <NO@NO − �NO?eNO @NO + 1@NO X�|?N̅O|� �[ \]^_�?N̅O� + 1@NO � X�\]^_�?N̅O��a (20) 
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Substituting (19) into (13), when `��W�, a� = 0 and by replacing W� by the estimated armature 

current ?eNO. Equation (9) can be expressed as:  <NO@NO − �NO?eNO @NO − h��?eNO�� �[ ≤ 0 (21) 

The inequality (21) can be satisfied by selecting a large enough h�. 

Subtracting ?ANO = ���R�� − ������ R�� − HR�� from (20), the state equation of the armature current is 

given as follows: 

  ? ̅ANO = ?eANO − ?ANO = ��� R�� K?eNO − ?NOL + �R�� �X��?eNO − ?NO�� �[ \]^_K?eNO − ?NOL +
� X�\]^_K?eNO − ?NOL�a +  � 

(22) 

The estimated value converges to the actual value when the estimation error is on the sliding 

surface and the system is stable. Then, the equivalent control method can be used to obtain the 

estimated back e.m.f of the DC motor. 

 ̂ = −X��?eNO − ?NO�� �[ \]^_K?eNO − ?NOL − � X�\]^_K?eNO − ?NOL�a (23) 

Finally, the estimated shaft speed of the DC motor is obtained as follows:  

Ω��O =  ̂ PH[ = 1PH �−X�|?N̅O|� �[ \]^_�?N̅O� − � X�\]^_�?N̅O��a� (24) 

• Stability analysis:  

Considering the following differential inclusion for the unperturbed case of the system (12): FWA� = −X�|W�̅|� �[ \]^_�W�̅� + W�WA� = −X�\]^_�W�̅�  (25) 

Let the Lyapunov function be:  � = X�|W�̅| + 12 W�� (26) 

The derivative of the Lyapunov function () gives: �A = X�\]^_�W�̅� �W� − X�|W�̅|� �[ \]^_�W�̅�� + W�K−X�\]^_�W�̅�L 

�A = −X�X�|W�̅|� �[ < 0 

(27) 
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The derivative of the selected Lyapunov function (26) is negative. Then the error system is 

asymptotically stable.  

2. Fuzzy logic armature current controller design  

The wind turbine mathematical model generates the reference armature current ?NOCHU that 

correspond to the set wind speed and pitch angle [15]. The generated armature current reference ?NOCHU is then compared to the instantaneous measured armature current ?NO. The error between 

the two quantities is used as input to the proposed controller. The armature current value can 

be adjusted by acting on the duty cycle �. The Fuzzy Logic Controller is selected for this 

application. In most of fuzzy logic control applications the generalized structure of this 

controller can be represented as shown in Figure (3). It’s composed of three parts: fuzzification, 

inference engine and defuzzification.  

• Fuzzification  

Let ���� =  ?NOCHU��� −  ?NO��� be the error between the armature current measured instantly 

at the sampling instant ��� and the reference armature current generated by the wind turbine 

model ?NOCHU. The variable ���� is selected as the fuzzy system input and the change step of 

duty cycle ∆���� is calculated as the output depending on the amount of the error between ?NOCHU��� and  ?NO���. 

The duty cycle � that will control the DC-DC boost converter is calculated using the following 

equation: ���� = ��� − 1� + ∆���� (28) 

The error variable ���� provides to the fuzzy controller two main informations, the first one 

indicate the sign of the input signal, that is to say if the armature current is below or above its 

reference ?NOCHU, and the second one is to indicate the amount of the error, the task here is to 

identify the appropriate value of the duty cycle change step ∆���� in order to keep the error 

between  ?NOCHU and   ?NO equal to zero.  

 
Fig.3. Basic illustration of the Fuzzy logic controller. 
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The values of membership functions are assigned to the linguistic variables using five fuzzy 

subsets for the input error variable ����: �d�, �d�, �H, �d� and �d�  and five fuzzy subsets �d�, �d�, �H,  �d�and �d� for the output fuzzy variable ∆����. Triangular symmetrical memberships 

functions forms are selected for the input and output variables as shown in Figures (4) and (5). 

•  Inference engine 

The fuzzy logic generator consists of set of “If-Then” fuzzy rules, the five rules was designed 

and represented as below: 

� If ����  is �d� Then ∆���� is �d� 

� If ����  is �d� Then ∆���� is �d� 

� If ����  is �H  Then ∆���� is �H 

� If ����  is �d� Then ∆���� is �d� 

� If ����  is �d� Then ∆���� is �d� 

As a fuzzy inference method, Mamdani method is used with Max-Min operation fuzzy 

combination law.  

• Defuzzification 

The output of fuzzy controller is a fuzzy subset of control. Nonfuzzy values are required for the 

control that can be done by using a defuzzification stage.  The defuzzification will allows 

transforming and converting the fuzzy results from the fuzzy system into crisp values [3]. For 

this Mamdani-style inference the defuzzification is performed using the centroid method (or the 

center of gravity) method. The fuzzy rules outputs are combined together using centroid 

according to [3]:   

)(

)(

1

1

j
n
j

jj
n
j

y

yy
y

µ

µ

=

=

Σ

Σ
=

 
(29) 

 
Fig.4. Membership functions for the input variable (���� =  ?NOCHU��� −  ?NO���). 
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Fig.5. Membership functions for the output variable (∆����). 

V. HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION, RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Figures (6) and (14) show the realized test bench for emulating the nonlinear wind turbine 

behavior. The performance of the speed observer, the open loop wind turbine emulator and the 

closed loop based on fuzzy logic controller (FLC) have been experimentally tested under 

different conditions. First, several tests were made to check the speed estimation performance 

of the proposed second-order sliding-mode observer based on super twisting algorithm. 

Secondly, the nonlinear wind turbine characteristics has been extracted experimentally in open 

loop mode for different wind speed values, and by considering two models of the power 

coefficient as an example. Finally, the closed loop wind turbine emulator operation was 

performed using the fuzzy logic technique. 

• Speed observer validation  

Figure (7) illustrates the used experimental setup for validating the presented SMO-STA 

observer. The test bench consists of a DC power source, a DC-DC boost converter and a direct-

current motor connected to a mechanical load (generator connected to a 3 phase variable 

resistive load) in order to simulate the external load disturbance. The second-order sliding-mode 

super twisting observer was implemented on Dspace card. Three sensors were used during the 

experimental tests, an armature voltage and current sensors as input information to the speed 

observer, and a mechanical speed sensor to provide the real-time speed measurement and then 

making a comparison with the estimated value. The PWM signal switching frequency of the 

DC-DC boost converter was fixed at 10 KHz. 

Figure (8) shows the developed screen in ControlDesk software for the speed observer 

experiments. Figures (9) and (10) show the performances of the proposed second-order sliding-

mode super twisting speed observer. In the first test, we have considered an increasing and 

decreasing ramp profile, the obtained results show a good estimation of the rotational speed 

information during transient and steady state regime. In a second test, we evaluate the 

estimation performances of the SMO-STA in the most difficult working conditions, a random 
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profile was considered, the results show a high estimation accuracy. As we can notice, in both 

tests, the maximum speed estimation error is around �1 ���/\.  

 
Fig.6. Experimental setup of the realized wind turbine emulator (WTE). 

 

  
Fig.7 Experimental setup for validating the SMO-STA observer. 

 

 
Fig.8 ControlDesk Screen of the speed observer experiments graphical interface. 
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Fig.9 Experimental estimation performance under increasing and decreasing rotational speed 

profile. 

 

 
Fig.10 Experimental estimation performance under random rotational speed profile. 

• Open loop emulation of the turbine power curves  

In the open loop mode, the duty cycle of the DC-DC boost converter has been changed from 0 

to 0.9 for each fixed wind speed value and for each power coefficient equation. The task here 

consists of extracting the characteristics of the turbine mechanical power as function of the 

turbine rotor speed. We have took a wind speed variation ranging from 4.5m/s to 7m/s as an 

example. Figure (11) shows the developed and the used graphical interface on ControlDesk 

environment to select the mode and desired power coefficient model.  Figure (12) depicts the 
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obtained wind turbine characteristics by selecting the model of the power coefficient ��� and 

Figure (13) depicts the wind turbine characteristics in the case of selecting the model of the 

power coefficient ��
. From the obtained results, it can be observed that the designed WTE is 

able to produce and simulate the nonlinear behavior of a wind turbine whatever its power 

coefficient characteristic.  

 
Fig.11 Graphical interface for the developed WTE. 

 
Fig.12 Open loop extraction of the wind turbine characteristics when selecting the first power 

coefficient model �����. 

 
Fig.13 Open loop extraction of the wind turbine characteristics when selecting the third 

power coefficient model ���
�. 
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• Closed loop operation of the emulator 

Figure (14) shows the final configuration of the wind turbine emulator (WTE) working in closed 

loop mode used to simulate the nonlinear behaviors of a real wind turbine. In order to check 

and evaluate the WTE during dynamic and steady state regime, a step wind profile has been 

selected for this purpose. The wind speed has been changed from 5m/s, 4m/s, 6m/s, 4.5m/s to 

5.5m/s as shown in Figure 15.a. Figure .15b shows the generated duty cycle (����� of the DC-

DC boost converter using the designed fuzzy logic controller (FLC), as we can see, no 

perturbation or noisy are presented on the command signal. Figure 15.d shows a good tracking 

of the generated reference armature current by the wind turbine mathematical model that 

corresponds to each set wind speed value. Figure 15.c shows the experimental WTE evolution 

on the theoretical mechanical turbine power/turbine rotor speed plane. It can be observed that 

the developed emulator reacts as a real wind turbine.  

Figure (16) shows an explanation of the wind turbine emulator operation, Figure (16.a) 

represents the variation of the mechanical power and Figure (16.b) shows the variation of the 

shaft rotational speed of the prime mover. Taking as an example a sudden variation of the wind 

speed (from 4m/s to 6m/s). �� represents the operating point of the emulator at 4m/s on the 

dotted brown curve, when applying a wind speed variation equal to 6m/s, we can notice that 

our emulator (the green line) moves towards the characteristic which corresponds to 6m/s ���� 

(the dotted black curve) then it stabilizes at point �
. The operating points �� and �
 depend on 

the connected load with the generator, this could be another points on each wind speed 

characteristic if we change load value. 

 
Fig.14. Designed sensorless wind turbine emulator (WTE) working in closed loop mode. 
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Fig.15. Experimental wind turbine emulation results, a. Applied step wind speed profile, b. 

Generated duty cycle using the proposed fuzzy logic controller (FLC), c. WTE evolution in 

the mechanical power/rotor speed plane, d. variation of the reference and the measured 

armature current of the DC motor. 

 
Fig.16. Explanation of the WTE operation a. Variation of the mechanical power, b. Variation 

of the rotational speed 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper deals with the design and realization of a low cost wind turbine emulator. The wind 

turbine model as well as the different power coefficient models were implemented on DSpace 

card. The shaft rotational speed information of the prime mover has been estimated using a 

second order sliding mode observer (SMO-STA) and using the armature voltage and the 

armature current as input information instead of using a mechanical speed sensor. The closed 

loop operation of the developed wind turbine emulator is ensured here using the fuzzy logic 

technique. The proposed controller does not need knowledge of exact system mathematical 

model and it’s straightforward to implement. The obtained results have shown: high estimation 
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performance during dynamic and steady state regime for the speed observer tests, an accurate 

reproduction of the nonlinear behavior and the nonlinear characteristics of the wind turbines for 

the open loop tests and a reaction as a real wind turbine for the closed loop mode.  
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